We present Metall, a persistent memory allocator designed to provide developers with an API to allocate custom C++ data structures in both block-storage and byte-addressable persistent memories (e.g., NVMe and Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory). Metall incorporates the state-of-the-art allocation algorithms in Supermalloc [1] with the rich C++ interface developed by Boost.Interprocess [2] , and provides persistent memory snapshotting (versioning) capabilities. We demonstrate Metall processing large graphs in a variety of conditions and data-structure configurations, indicating a bright future for dataanalytics leveraging emerging persistent memory technologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scaling graph algorithms to ever-increasing data scales has received tremendous attention from the research community, primarily focusing on parallel, distributed, and/or accelerator based graph algorithms. Venues such as the Graph500 [3] , GraphChallenge [4] , DIMACS [5] challenges have focused research towards developing new processing capabilities; however, an often overlooked but common theme among the variety of analytics platforms is the need to persist data beyond the scope of a single execution. The task of ingesting data, indexing and partitioning data in preparation of running an analytic, is often more expensive than the analytic itself. The promise of persistent memory is that, once constructed, data structures can be re-analyzed and updated beyond the lifetime of a single execution, and new forms of persistent memory are increasing the viability of processing graph data.
Substantial performance improvements and cost reductions have occurred in non-volatile memory (NVRAM) technology. Furthermore, emerging non-volatile dual in-line memory module (NVDIMM), which is installed in the same DIMM slot as DRAM and can provide byte-addressable accesses, is expected to play a role between DRAM and conventional NVRAM. These devices offer cost-effective ways of persistently storing large datasets with efficient means of accessing the data for processing.
We present Metall 1 , a persistent memory allocator designed to provide developers with an API to allocate custom C++ data structures in both block-storage and byte-addressable persistent memories. Metall relies on a file-backed mmap mechanism to map a file in a filesystem into the virtual memory of an application, allowing the application to access the mapped region as if it were regular memory. Such mmap mappings can be larger than the physical main-memory of 1 Metall is available at https://github.com/LLNL/metall the system, allowing applications to address datasets larger than physical main-memory (often referred to as out-of-core or external memory).
Metall incorporates state-of-the-art allocation algorithms in Supermalloc [1] with the rich C++ interface developed by Boost.Interprocess [2] , and provides persistent memory snapshotting (versioning) capabilities.
We demonstrate Metall processing large graphs in a variety of conditions and data-structure configurations, indicating a bright future for data-analytics leveraging emerging persistent memory technologies.
Our Contributions:
• We present Metall, a persistent memory allocator for block-storage and byte-addressable persistent memories; • Demonstration of Metall for graph processing directly out of persistent memories; • Evaluation of snapshotting an incrementally constructed graph in persistent memory.
II. METALL: META ALLOCATOR FOR PERSISTENT MEMORY
In this section, we describe the key design details of Metall. First, we explain Metall's API, including an example of allocating an STL container with Metall. Second, we describe Metall's persistency policy, and restrictions applications must take into account. Finally, we explain more details of Metall's snapshot/versioning feature and internal architecture.
A. Persistent Memory Allocation API
Although Boost.Interprocess (BIP) has been developed as an interprocess communication library, it has a collection of APIs that are useful for persistent memory allocators. The APIs allow developers to allocate not only contiguous memory regions like malloc(3) but also complex custom data structures, including the C++ STL containers, in persistent memory. BIP also offers an interface similar to a key-value store so that applications can find already allocated objects when reattaching the previously created application data. BIP also has an interface that returns an object of the Standard Template Library (STL) style allocator. Some basic APIs in Metall are listed in Table I. An example of storing and reattaching an STL container using Metall is shown in Code 1. At line 3, a Metall manager Allocates n bytes void deallocate(void *addr)
Deallocates the allocated memory T* construct T, Args (char* name)(Args... args) Allocates and constructs an object of T with arguments args Also stores the allocated memory address with key name T* find T (char* name)
Finds an already constructed object with key name metall stl allocator T get allocator() Returns an STL allocator object for type T object is constructed; a backing datastore (backing-file) is created under "/ssd/mydata" directory and mapped to DRAM. At lines 5, an object of the vector container is allocated and constructed, taking Metall's STL allocator object. Also, the address of the allocated object is stored inside of the Metall manager object. At line 10, Metall reattaches the previously created backing file(s). Metall also has a read-only open mode (metall::open read only), which prevents applications from unintended writes. At line 11, the stored vector t object is reattached with key "vec". After lines 5 and 11, as written in there, the vector object can be used as usual -even its capacity can be changed dynamically. 
B. Pointers in Persistent Allocation
Applications have to take care of some restrictions regarding pointers to store objects in persistent memory. Applications cannot use raw pointers for data members in data structures stored in persistent memory because there is no guarantee that backing-files are mapped to the same virtual memory addresses every time. To fix the problem, the offset pointer has to be used instead of the raw pointer. An offset pointer holds an offset between the address pointing at and itself so that it can always point to the same location regardless of the VM address it is mapped. Additionally, references, virtual functions, and virtual base classes have to be removed since those mechanisms also use raw pointers internally.
Unfortunately, some implementations of the STL container do not work with such non-raw pointers. We recommend applications use containers implemented in Boost.Interprocess as they support offset pointers fully.
C. Backing Datastore
Metall uses multiple files to store application data. We found that breaking application data into multiple backing files increase parallel I/O performance, e.g., we achieved an around 5X improvement in our preliminary evaluation (multi-threaded out-of-core sort) on a PCIe NVMe SSD device. To efficiently use persistent memory resources, Metall creates and maps new files on demand.
D. Persistent Policy
Metall employs an explicit persistent policy where persistence is guaranteed only when its destructor is successfully called. Metall's destructor flashes the application data and its internal management data to the datastore (backing files). As Metall relies on the file-backed mmap mechanism, the operating system controls the timing of synchronizing data between DRAM and persistent memory while the application is running. If an application crashes before Metall's destructor finished successfully, there is a possibility of inconsistency between the memory mapping and the backing files. To protect application data from the inconsistency situation when an application reattaches existing data without the read-only mode, Metall asks applications to duplicate the backing datastore (a directory of files) before reattaching data using either a copy command in the system or the copy function in Metall.
E. Snapshot/versioning
Metall supports a snapshot/versioning feature that tries to store only the difference from the previous snapshot point instead of just duplicating the entire application data. For example, on the Linux system, Metall uses cp (1) command with -reflink option to implement the feature. With reflink, a new file share the same data blocks with the existing file; data blocks are copied only when they are modified (copy-onwrite).
The snapshot function in Metall flushes the application data and the internal management data (described in Section II-F3) to the backing-files, and it copies the backing-files using reflink to a specified destination. As reflink is relatively new, only some filesystems support it, e.g., XFS, ZFS, and Btrfs; we expect that more filesystems will implement this feature. In case reflink does not work, Metall automatically falls back to a regular copy.
F. Internal Architecture
To efficiently manage memory allocations without a complex architecture, Metall exploits Supermalloc's main design philosophy [1] -virtual memory (VM) space on a 64-bit machine is relatively cheap, but physical memory is dear. More specifically, we take advantage of uncommitted page (memory), that is, physical memory space both in DRAM and persistent memory is not consumed until the corresponding pages are accessed. . . .
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Fig. 1: Metall's Internal Architecture
We show Metall's internal architecture in Figure 1 . 1) Segment and Chunk: Metall reserves a large contiguous virtual memory (VM) space (e.g., a few TB) to map backing file(s) when its manager class is constructed. Metall divides the reserved VM space into chunks (the default chunk size is 2 MB). Each chunk can hold multiple small objects (8B-half chunk size) of the same allocation size. Objects larger than the half chunk size (large objects) use a single or multiple contiguous chunks.
Metall frees DRAM and file space by chunk, that is, small object deallocations do not free physical memory immediately, whereas large object deallocations do.
2) Internal Allocation Size: Same as other major heap memory allocators, Metall rounds up a small object to the nearest internal allocation size. Metall uses allocation sizes proposed by Supermalloc [1] and jemalloc [6] . Thanks to this approach, Metall can keep internal fragmentations equal to or less than 25 % and convert a small object size to the corresponding internal allocation size quickly. On the other hand, a large object is rounded up to the nearest power of 2 -although this strategy wastes VM space, it does not waste physical memory thanks to the uncommitted page.
3) Management Data: Metall uses three types of management data as follows to manage memory allocations.
• Bin Directory is an array of bins. Each bin holds nonfull chunk IDs of the same internal allocation size. This directory is used to find an available chunk for a small allocation quickly. • Chunk Directory is an array whose i-th element holds the status of the i-th chunk. To efficiently find an empty slot in a chunk used for a small size, Metall utilizes a compact multi-layer bitset table and built-in bit operation functions. • Name Directory is a simple key-value store used to store the keys and addresses of constructed objects. Because updating the management data causes fine-grained random memory accesses, Metall constructs them in DRAM to increase data locality; hence, Metall does not touch persistent memory when allocates memory. Metall deserializes/serializes the management data from/to files when its constructor/destructor is called.
III. DEMONSTRATION
To demonstrate Metall processing large graphs in a variety of conditions and data-structure configurations, we set up a graph construction benchmark. In the benchmark, edges are added to the specified graph data structure to create an undirected unweighted graph. This tests a typed graph ingestion step.
A. Graph Data Structures
We implemented three common graph data structures: Compressed Sparse Row (CSR), banked CSR, and adjacency list. Except fulfilling the requirements described in II-B (e.g., not hardcoding raw pointers in data members), we did not implement anything dedicated to Metall. More specifically, the data structures take the pointer types of their data members from the given allocators, i.e., raw pointers are used with std::allocator and offset pointers with Metall. To handle custom allocators and non-raw pointers in the standard way, std::allocator traits and std::pointer traits come in handy.
With this implementation, one can use Metall as the allocators without any modification. We used the STL containers in BIP inside of the classes and 64 bits unsigned integer for representing a vertex ID.
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR): The CSR data structure consists of an edges array and an indices array. The edges array consists of M elements, where M is equal to the number of edges in the graph. The indices array consists of N + 1 elements, where N is equal to the number of vertices in the graph. Each element at position i in the indices array stores an index pointing to the position in the edges array that marks the beginning of the neighborhood list of vertex i.
To construct a CSR graph, we first assemble all edges in an array. We sort the edge list using an in-place parallel sort (specifically, we used GNU parallel quicksort). Then we actually construct CSR; we copy the destination vertices from the edge list to the edges array in CSR, and we fill the indices array with the starting position of each vertex's neighborhood list. There are some other ways to construct CSR; for example, we can directly insert edges into the edges array, increasing the corresponding values in the indices array. However, we use sort in this demonstration to simply the implementation because the other ways are essentially the same as sorting the edges array and could cause more random accesses. The edge list and two arrays in CSR are allocated by Metall.
Banked CSR: It consists of L banks, where each bank contains a portion of the graph in CSR format (we used 1024 banks this time). To construct the multi-threaded CSR, we first assemble L edge lists. When an edge is generated, it is sent to a specific edge list determined by (s mod L), where s is the edge's source vertex ID. These edge lists are sorted and then converted into the CSR format, resulting in L CSR banks. Each edge list and bank is serialized by a lock to prevent race conditions. The Banked CSR allows for more concurrency during the construction phase because the sorting jobs can be performed independently by the threads. Same as CSR, we allocated arrays for the edge lists and CSR using Metall.
Adjacency list: The adjacency list consists of an array of vectors, where the array represents the vertices in the graph, and each vector represents the list of neighbors for each vertex. There are L locks, where L is greater than the number of threads (we used 1024 locks in this experiment). Each lock serializes accesses to a portion of the neighborhood vectors to prevent race conditions when multiple threads attempt to add to the same vector. The adjacency list is constructed by repeatedly inserting an edge, acquiring the lock associated with the source vertex for that edge. The vertex array is allocated by Metall. Vectors grow dynamically, calling the STL allocator interface in Metall many times.
B. Machine Configuration
EPYC machine has an AMD EPYC 7401 (48 cores, 96 threads) CPU, 256 GB of DRAM, and a 3 TB of PCIe NVMe SSD (Ultrastar SN200 HH-HL add-in card with XFS filesystem). We tuned the behavior of the page cache by writing values to some files in /proc/sys/vm to reduce the number of forced write-backs to the SSD device. Specifically, we set dirty ratio to 90, dirty background ratio to 80, and dirty expire centisecs to a large number so that dirty pages are not evicted due to long stays in the cache. When we performed a preliminary evaluation, we achieved significant performance improvement (up to 7X) on the graph construction benchmark.
Optane machine has an Intel Xeon Platinum 8260L CPU (48 cores, 96 threads), 192 GB of DRAM, and a 1.5 TB of Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory. There are two different operating modes for the device, App Direct Mode and Memory Mode. In Memory Mode, the operating system perceives the device as almost the same as DRAM. Actual DRAM in the system acts as a cache for the most frequently-accessed data. As Metall uses files to store data, we accessed the device using tmpfs filesystem. In App Direct Mode, the device shows up in the system as if it is a conventional block device; we configured the device with EXT4 filesystem DAX mode to bypass the page cache layer and to enable fine-grained I/O rather than the page granularity.
C. Dataset
We used an R-MAT [7] generator with the edge falling probabilities used in the Graph500 to generate synthetic scalefree graphs. We generated SCALE 24-30 graphs, scrambling the vertex IDs in order to remove unexpected localities. The number of vertices and undirected edges in a SCALE s graph are 2 s and 2 s × 16, respectively. We treat generated edges as undirected ones; hence, the number of actually inserted edges is (2 s ) × 16 × 2.
D. Demonstration with Different Data Structures
We show graph construction performance on the two machines with the three data structures in Figure 2 . The xaxis denotes the size of the graph in SCALE, and the y-axis denotes the number of inserted edges per second (higher is better). On both machines, the banked CSR (BCSR) achieved the best performance when the graphs were smaller than DRAM capacity. After graphs became larger than DRAM, the adjacency list (ADJ) showed the same performance as BCSR on EPYC. ADJ overperformed BCSR by up to 1.7X on Optane, keeping the stable performance on all graph sizes; it was able to insert 24 million edges per second on average. In contrast, CSR showed the lowest performance on both machines.
E. Demonstration with Different Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory Operation Modes
On Optane machine, we ran the graph processing benchmark on DRAM and Optane DC Persistent Memory's two different operating modes (Figure 3 ). On DRAM, graphs larger than SCALE 28 failed due to out-of-memory. Accordingly, graphs equal to and smaller than SCALE 28 could be cached in DRAM with Memory Mode. Both Memory Mode and App Direct Mode kept the same performance even after the graph data exceeded the DRAM size. Memory Mode showed the same performance as DRAM and overperformed Memory Mode by 1.8X on average.
F. Evaluating Snapshot with reflink
Metall employs reflink copy to implement its space-efficient snapshot. To evaluate the feature, we ran an incremental graph construction benchmark on the EPYC machine. We used the adjacency list. We divided a list of input edges (an R-MAT SCALE 28 graph) into 16 blocks and inserted one block at a time. After inserting each block, we snapshotted (copied) the Figure 2b) backing datastore (a directory of files) to another location in the same storage device using either normal copy or reflink copy. After copying the datastore, we inserted the next edge block into only the original graph data. For reference, we also ran another version of the benchmark where no snapshot was taken (no copy).
We show the storage usage and copy time at each iteration in Figure 4 . We omit the runtime of the graph construction phase because we did not see notable differences among the three copy modes. As for storage usage (Figure 4a ), we confirmed that the storage usage is reduced by 44% by using reflink against normal copy. The input edges were generated in completely random order; we assume that this is the worst-case scenario. We expect even more efficient storage usages with real graphs. Next, regarding runtime (Figure 4b) , surprisingly, both normal and reflink copy took a similar time even though reflink copies less data than that of the normal copy. We suspect that there is a large overhead in updating metadata in the filesystem.
IV. RELATED WORK A. Large-scale Graph Processing with Persistent Memory
Many studies have been conducted for large-scale graph processing on persistent memory using mmap and showed notable performance [8] , [9] , including evaluating large-scale graph processing on Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (e.g., [10] , [11] ). Metall is aiming at helping application developers with respect to memory allocation and data management.
B. Memory Allocator
Boost.Interprocess (BIP) [2] offers higher-level allocator mechanisms on top of a file-backed mmap mechanism. However, as it is not designed intentionally as a persistent allocator, there are some drawbacks. For example, 1) BIP uses a single tree to manage memory allocations -such design will suffer from many allocations and not scale well with multiple threads due to lock contention; 2) it is not capable of deallocating file (persistent memory) space. On the other hand, as Metall is not designed for interprocess communication, it does not support process synchronization. Except for the NVMalloc [12] enables applications to allocate memory on a distributed non-volatile memory (NVM) storage system. NVMalloc creates a file per memory allocation request, but it does not have a mechanism of aggregating multiple allocations into a single file -creating a file and mapping it to the main memory are expensive operations; therefore, NVMalloc will not be suitable when the application causes many relatively small allocations.
Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) [13] is a collection of libraries focusing on byte-addressable persistent memory. nvm malloc [14] is another work for byteaddressable persistent memory. Metall is designed for both block devices and byte-addressable persistent memory so that applications can utilize a wide range of persistent memory technologies in their environment.
Several studies have been conducted and shown remarkable performance as for heap memory allocator, e.g., jemalloc [6] and Supermalloc [1] . However, unfortunately, it is not trivial to extend those allocators for persistent memory because allocators themselves also have to be stored in persistent memory so that they can resume from the previous status.
C. System Software
There are several projects investigating improving mmap page cache performance (e.g., DI-MMAP [15] ) or adding a new capability such as exposing API to let users control the behavior of page cache more flexibly (Umap [16] ). Umap is a user-level mmap library that lets users control the page cache policy more flexibly [16] .
Failure-atomic msync() (FAMS) [17] is a mechanism that guarantees that the backing file of a mmap() region always reflects the most recent successful msync(), regardless of crashes. FAMS could be useful to enhance Metall's failure atomic support. There are several FAMS implementations. For example, it is implemented in NOVA filesystem [18] and will be in XFS [19] . famus is a user-level FAMS library [20].
D. Other Persistent Datastore
In terms of storing data persistently, a key-value store is a popular database model and is designed to scale to a very large size easily. (for example, LevelDB [21] , RocksDB [22] , and MongoDB [23] use mmap). Metall's key benefit is that it allows for custom data structures to be stored, not just keyvalue pairs.
V. CONCLUSION
Large-scale graph processing plays an essential role in realworld data analysis. However, graph construction steps are often more expensive than analytics steps. With substantial performance improvements and cost reductions in persistent memory technology, the promise of persistent memory is that, once constructed, data structures can be re-analyzed and updated beyond the lifetime of a single execution.
We presented Metall, a persistent memory allocator designed to provide developers with rich C++ interfaces to allocate custom C++ data structures in persistent memory. We demonstrated that applications could process large graphs in a variety of conditions and data-structure configurations on persistent memory with straightforward changes by using Metall. We also showed the space-efficient snapshot feature in Metall. We believe Metall makes a bright future for dataanalytics leveraging emerging persistent memory technologies.
